New House committee OKs bill making 18- and 19-year-olds draftable; Senate considers educating bright soldiers

By Richard L. Turner

WASHINGTON, Oct. (AP) — The house military committee unanimously approved a bill making 18 and 19-year-olds subject to the draft, after adding new safeguards intended generally to prevent from being drafted married men while single men are made available for service.
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Spartan Women Note in WAVES, Youth Reserve

Jackie Johnston, Sigma Kappa, in Training at Indiana

Other Michigan State could lose probably fifteen or twenty points of the first two State women's events if Jackie Johnston, better known as Jackie Sigma Kappa from Michigan, and Constance Schla-Runner, former Tillie Kegel, sophomore from Lansing, had joined the WAVES.

Jackie joined the WAVES about two weeks ago after being notified of her training at the University of Michigan and to report by 3:15 p.m. before she received this week. She said that she joined the WAVES because of the prestige training to be given there.

"The training area where the WAVES train and work is called the ship and only maiden WAVES can live in a dormitory at the University of Michigan. Expectations were so great before Jackie was told that she was already under training that several WAVES had set up for WAVES at 3:15 a.m.

Ala. Consensus entered the WAVES at the University of Michigan and is expected to be able to perform service in two months. Youth Reserve is a private service to be offered to the Michigan State college on the west coast, federal and foreign countries, a team which people who realized how important this country was for WAVES.

Signal Corps Causes Complete Reshuffle of Electrical Courses

A complete revision of the Electrical Engineering program has had its way. The Michigan State Electrical Engineering program has been revised to the extent that some classes in the Electrical Engineering program have been cancelled and new classes have been added. The revised program is designed to give the student a better understanding of the electrical engineering field.

War Honor State News Progress at Banquet

A dinnner to recognize the contributions of the War Honor State News will be held today at 8:30 p.m. in the upper hall of the Union.

Dr. H. A. Olson, the former principal of the Union, and the college faculty will be the principal speakers.

Faculty Folk Club to Honor Newcomers, Brides Today

Dr. H. A. Olson, the former principal of the Union, and the college faculty will be the principal speakers.

Free Show Date Set

A free show date will be sponsored by the State Theater.

Grin and Bear It

"We students will have to do with fewer doctors in the dorms and subdued legs for the dance, but we will get by," said one student.

THINKIN' OUT LOUD

By Sheldon H. G."
Marquette's No. 1 Threat to Spartans

With John Buck as a prelude to the football war between the state's two largest cities, Marquette University will present the most dangerous out-backs of any team欺负" to grace the Hilltoppers this year. Buck is a 6-foot 215-pound halfback whose ability to run is only exceeded by his ability to pass and throw the ball. He has shown remarkable ability to elude tacklers and has a great deal of speed on the gridiron. Buck is expected to be a star performer in the upcoming game.

Dallas Carthage has become something of a star in the hilltoppers' backfield, and his ability to run and pass has already caught the attention of the media. Carthage is a 5-foot 11-inch, 200-pound halfback who has shown great promise as a passer and runner. He has a great deal of speed and is expected to be a key player in the team's success.

Tailback Paul Mears is another player who has shown great promise this season. Mears is a 5-foot 10-inch, 180-pound halfback who has shown great ability to run and pass. He has a great deal of speed and is expected to be a key player in the team's success.

The team's offensive line is expected to be a key factor in the team's success. The line has shown great promise this season and is expected to be a key player in the team's success.

The defense of the team is expected to be a key factor in the team's success. The defense has shown great promise this season and is expected to be a key player in the team's success.

The Marquette team is expected to be a strong competitor in the upcoming game, and is expected to put up a good fight against the Spartans. The team has shown great promise this season and is expected to be a key player in the team's success.
Fancy Costumes Preferred But Not Required for Marlit Gras Revelry

BY BARBARA DENNISON

Although costumes will be

required at the Marlit Gras, they will

not be mandatory. However, for ad-
motion to the party, Ben Bush announced yesterday.

Costumes will be optional this year because of the theme of the

party, however.

Marlit Gras festivities will

start during the halftime of the Michigan State-Marygrove foot-

ball game when "King" Arthur animals will appear in floats in a parade around the

stadium. Mayor Sam Street (Hughes, D.), Lenawee, will throw the first

shovel at 18 p.m., during the dance in

termination. Following the con-
novation, a student production of

music will be presented, featur-
ing a new campus vocal group of

Linda Warner and Fred Tyler.

Henry Simon, Jr, Ag '43, will

have his "Mr. Nobody" act scheduled to appear in the

program.

The Marlit Gras is one of the

largest parties yet attempted by

Michigan State students, and proceed will be to raise money for

relief and defense work.

C.D.C. Begins Campaign

Against Student Cars.

An intensive drive to make

Michigan State students aware of the urgency of the cur-

rent gasoline shortage will be launched Thursday night by the Coordi-

nation Department for the C.D.C. (Temporary Curfew Com-

mittee). Walker Dean, A. S. '44, will

head the department, which is a division of the C.D.C. and

is made up of interested students on the campus who are

responsible for the local traffic control and conservation.

Walker Dean, A. S. '44, said that during the meeting

attended by students, faculty members, and interested

will be held at Wells hall are entitled to

tickets of admission, including lectures, dances, con-

certs, and movies. Special arrangements were made at the

administration the announcement of the C.D.C. as follows:

one hundred twenty-five women have

been invited to be the guests of honor at the "dancing bureau" for the service of the day.

The following committees of OSD will work under the super-

vision of the C.D.C.: Virginia Laycock, B. E. '43, in charge of

the West, North, and South of the campus; Arthur Rolfe Keener, B. E. '43, in charge of

the East; Robert Meade, B. E. '42, in charge of the Center; and William Meade, B. E. '42, in charge of the

South.

Special advisers to OSD will be

William Meade, B. E. '42, in charge of the Center; and William Meade, B. E. '42, in charge of the

South.

University's week-end yell and cheer leaders will form the basis of the

committee, and the student branch of the C.D.C. will be

involved in the planning of the major feature of the

program, the "dancing bureau." The program will be

developed under the direction of the commission and

will be presented at the first meeting of the commission.

DRAFT

A long story written by the

Nov. 13, 1944, Ballroom, is

being scheduled for seating

on Tuesday, October 28, at 8:30 p.m., in the Ballroom, and will

be broadcast on the radio.

At the University, the draft is

being handled by the C.D.C., and students are being encour-

aged to apply. It is hoped that

the draft will be handled in the

same way that the C.D.C. has

handled other campus problems.
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